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If the leading factor in the development of concrete strength
is the curing temperature, then that temperature can be
monitored and correlated with the early strength of the
concrete at various days to predict the later age strength
which will allow for the evaluation of the long-term
durability of recycled aggregate concrete.

For the study to be done, a concrete mix was first designed,
consisting of recycled aggregate concrete, the material in
question, and various other partitions. The mix was then put
into several cylindrical molds, with a 4-inch diameter and an
8-inch height, along with thermal sensors, inserted into the
center of the concrete in the mold, that will be monitored
through a maturity meter. A maturity meter is a device that
records the temperature at various points of time. The
recorded temperatures, called the temperature history, can
be used to determine the maturity of the concrete, or how
far along the curing process the concrete is. Several of the
cylinders were then broken in a compressive strength test at
1-day, 3-day, 7-day, 14-day, and 28-day of the concrete
curing. The corresponding strength was then plotted along
with the maturity to see if a correlation exists between the
maturity and the strength of the concrete.

The concrete made from the recycled aggregate concrete
obtained a strength similar to regular concrete batches,
meaning it may be a viable alternative. The long-term
durability of the concrete has yet to be validated, but this
will be done through the prediction equation created from
the correlation between the maturity and the compressive
strength of the concrete.. The accuracy of the prediction
equation has to be tested and then it can be used to
determine the durability of the recycled aggregate concrete
by monitoring if there is a drop in the compressive strength
of the concrete over a large period of time.
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Concrete is a very common material used practically
everywhere for the construction of almost anything. When
using it as a building material, it is imperative to know if the
concrete will be able to withstand the loads that it will be
subjected to in its use. To ensure that, a concrete mix is
theoretically created to meet the load demand for the
structure and then the various items of the concrete are
mixed according to that design. If it does not meet the
desired strength, then the concrete mix has to be thrown
away and the process will be redone. Since it takes 28 days
to wait for the results of this test, this process is sometimes
considered to be inefficient.
Often times, construction contractors need the concrete to
harden before the supports can be removed and to move
on with the construction, making it crucial to know the
strength in a timely manner (Chengju 1989). Therefore, the
compressive strength tests are often combined with other
tests to determine the early age strength of the concrete to
avoid delays in the construction of the structure.
The concrete in question has recycled aggregate concrete
(RAC) incorporated into the design mix. When buildings are
demolished and replaced, there is a huge amount of
concrete that is turned into waste (Limbachiya 2000). That
concrete can be taken, broken and crushed down, and then
reused as aggregates in the next design, creating a
sustainable practice that can often be economically friendly
(Berndt 2009). The issue with RAC is that because the
material can come from any building, its’ properties are
largely unknown, since it can be highly variable.
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